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Recap
• Concurrency (using threads)
• RPC in combination with threads



Dispatcher/client model (server)
Hiding latency (client)

• Multi-threading issues



Race condition
Scheduling

[source] https://wwwk12.atmos.washington.edu/

Priority inversion
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Keep it in mind
Online book shop
Online book
shop

Service
payment
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Think about
What is the behavior of each component (node) of our Online Book
Shop application? (Node behavior, Network behavior, System
(timing) behavior)

Client

Service
payment

Online book
shop
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Agenda
• Goal: To analyze a distributed system through system models
that capture the behavior of its components
• Content:
 Analogy: The two generals problem (Network) and the Byzantine generals
problem (Nodes)
 System models
 Dissecting system behavior (Network, Node and Time)
 Network reliability and failures

After this lecture, you should be able to:
• To explain the behavior of a distributed system through models
• To apply modelling principles to understand possible failures in a
distributed system
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Analogy: Two general’s problem
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Analogy: Two general’s problem
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Analogy: Two general’s problem
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Analogy: Two general’s problem
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Analogy: Two general’s problem
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Two general’s problem
City

Attack?

Attack?

Messengers
Army 1

Army 1

[source] Distributed Systems course given by Dr. Martin Kleppmann (University of Cambridge, UK)

Objective
• Global view: Army 1 attacks if an only if Army 2 attacks
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Two general’s problem
City

Attack?

Attack?

Messengers
Army 1
Army 1

Army 1
Army 2

Outcome

Not attack

Not attack

Nothing happens

Attacks

Not attack

Army 1 is defeated

Not attack

Attacks

Army 2 is defeated

Attacks

Attacks

City captured

After certain
time, they get
ambushed

Objective
• Global view: Army 1 attacks if an only if Army 2 attacks
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Two general’s problem
General 1

General 2

(a) General 1 thinks planning is taking place

General 1

General 2

(b) General 2 may be waiting for planning
instructions

Observation
Both generals are unable to anticipate the intentions of each other
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How the generals approach the problem?
Essence
• General 1 – Always attack (even if not response?)
 Keep sending messages
 Messages can be captured, so there is no way to communicate.

• General 1
 The response of General 1 has reached and the attack is (getting) fixed.
 But but….General 2 received the message from General 1, but now General 2
confirmation cannot be send through. (General 2 now is in the same position as General
1 initially)

Take away: There is not way to know each other state without communication
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Two general’s problem applied
Customer

Dispatch goods?
Online book
shop

Charge?

RPC

Service
payment

Online book shop

Service payment

Outcome

Not dispatch

Not charge

Nothing happens

Dispatches

Not charge

Shop loses money

Not dispatch

Charges

Customer complains

Dispatches

Charges

Everyone is happy

Objective
• Global view: Online book shop dispatches if an only if the payment is made
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Network behavior
TCP (Transfer Control Protocol)
• Bi-directional messages point-to-point or unicast (broadcast and multicast?)
• It provides reliability in the communication (Data is received from one point to
another without loss – connection-oriented)
• It can work also in a connection-less form, but does not guarantee reliability
Application
layer

HTTP

Transport
layer

TCP

Internet protocol suite

HTTP

TCP
IP

Internet layer

Link layer

IP
Ethernet

IP
Switch

Ethernet

Router

Ethernet

Switch

Ethernet

Ethernet16

Network behavior
TCP (Transfer Control Protocol)
• Bi-directional messages point-to-point or unicast (broadcast and multicast?)
• It provides reliability in the communication (Data is received from one point to
another without loss – connection-oriented)
• It can work also in a connection-less form, but does not guarantee reliability
Application
layer

HTTP

HTTP

Transport
layer

TCP

TCP
IP

Internet layer

Link layer

IP
Ethernet

IP
Switch

Ethernet

Router

Ethernet

Switch

Ethernet

Ethernet17

Network behavior
Observation
• Network failure rarely leads to death but instead of re-transmission (TCP is
designed under that premise – triple handshake) – ACK defines the
messages that already arrived, and what is waiting for, e.g., got 5000, ready
for 5001 (control messages)
• When something goes wrong in a back-and-forth communication, several
questions arise.
In a distributed system, we try to guarantee the delivery of a message by
waiting for an acknowledgement that it was received, but all sort of things can
go wrong. Did the message get dropped? Did the ACK get dropped? Did the
receiver crash? Are they just slow? Is the network slow? Am I slow
--- Tyler Treat
10% of upstream Internet traffic during peak hours was due to Netflix (2014) –
we tend to think of as sending data almost exclusively downstream

Hello

Hello back

Ok

Triple handshake
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Network behavior
Observation
• Some applications do not rely on data re-transmission
 Real-time voice communications, such as Skype (not TCP) – The reason:
?
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Network behavior
Observation
• Some applications do not rely on data re-transmission
 Real-time voice communications, such as Skype (not TCP) – The reason:
it is an overall kill (as discovered by researchers), the human
communication already provides its own robustness – “In case of voice, if
you lose a packet, you just say, - ‘Say that again, I missed something’ ”
• How long a period of non-responsiveness we should take to constitute a
breakdown? – This partly depends on the nature of the network
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Byzantine general’s problem
Army 3

Messengers

Attack?

Messengers

City

Attack?

Attack?

Army 1

Army 1

Messengers
Objective
• Byzantine behavior depicts abnormal computing behavior
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Byzantine general’s problem
Decision?
General 1

General 2

General 3

General 2 is a traitor? General 3 has been deceived? Confused?

Observation
• General(s) may lie
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Byzantine general’s problem
Decision?
General 1

General 2

General 3

How to determine that the information is reliable?

Observation
• General(s) may lie
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Byzantine general’s problem
Essence
• Assumes that n generals might behave maliciously (betraying the army)
• Honest generals do not know who the malicious generals are
• Generals need to agree on a plan (The plan should succeed despite the
malicious generals)
• Theoretically: 3n + 1 generals are required to tolerate n malicious generals
(1/3 may be malicious)
• Security communication channels may help – still remains a hard problem
when communication is compromised
Take away:
• Arbitrary (Byzantine) behavior is really hard to detect
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Trust and malicious behavior
Customer

RPC

Agree?

RPC

Order

Agree?
Online book
shop

Agree?
RPC

Payment
service

Objective
• How to determine a trustworthy source? (Quorum: stay tuned)
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Node behavior
Observation
• Node -> Component, resource, server and so on
• Individual node behavior influences the outcome of the overall system
• Node behavior can halt the system – even if the node seems to be working
fine
 Thrashing: A system running full-tilt and accomplishing nothing at all
(e.g., general never agreeing)
 Interrupt coalescing: Infective execution of tasks, (e.g., collecting the
home assignments from everyone one at the time and putting it in a desk)
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System models
Essence
• It is necessary to define precisely what can and cannot happen
• A system model encodes expectations about the behavior of (node)
processes, communication links and timing (a set of assumptions about
failures)
• Capture assumptions in a system model consists of:
 Node behavior, e.g., hard disk failure
 Network behavior, e.g., packet loss
 Timing behavior, e.g., execution/completion order

• In practice, multiple failures can occur at the same time. System models
allows us to capture those potential failures into generic models. These can
be then use to design distributed algorithms.
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System model: Network behavior
Essence
• It depends on the type of communication. We typically assume bidirectional
point-to-point (end-to-end) communication between nodes
• Reliable (no failures) link:
a) A message is delivered exactly one (without loss or duplication)
b) It can be implemented on a top of a fair-loss by de-duplicating messages (receiver)
c) Messages may be reordered
• Fair-loss links:
a) A message may be lost and duplicated, but if the sender keeps retransmitting the
message, eventually it will be delivered (sounds familiar? TCP?)
• Authenticated reliable links:
a) Same as reliable link, but it assumes that the receiver can authenticate the sender
• Arbitrary links:
a) A malicious adversary may interfere with the message (eavesdrop, modify)
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System model: Network behavior

[source] https://www.techradar.com/news/googleis-build-two-more-whopping-submarine-internetcables (Image credit: Shutterstock / Vismar UK)

99% (percent) of all
transoceanic Internet
traffic now flowing
through submarine
cables

[source]
https://www.netcov.
com/a-guide-toidentifyingreducing-networkcongestion/

Network congestion

Physical damage on the network (natural causes)

[source] https://vocm.com/2020/03/03/cell-towerassessment/

[source] https://sudonull.com/post/51476Monkeys-nibble-on-the-Internet-animals-destroyfiber-optic-cables-in-India

[source] https://www.wallarm.com/what/what-iseavesdropping-attack-definition-types-andprevention
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System model: Node behavior
Essence
• Each node executes processes (programs) and subroutines (algorithms) to
handle specific process behavior
 Crash-stop (fail-stop):
a) A node (process) never deviate its execution (algorithm) – if so, stops completely
b) A node is faulty if it crashes
 Crash-recovery (fail-recovery):
a) A node (process) does not deviate its execution (algorithm), but can crash and
restart at any time (losing its in-memory state)
 Arbitrary-fault (Byzantine):
a) A node (process) can deviate its execution (algorithm) arbitrarily (due to bugs or
malicious activity)
b) Theoretically the system can tolerate 1/3 of faulty process and still operate correctly

A non-faulty node is defined as correct in the system
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System model: Node behavior
Recovering after
crashing is a standard
procedure, but it does
not guarantee
information loss
[source]
https://www.recordnations.com/articl
es/hard-drive-dying/

Overloaded
computers degrade
performance of
applications
(slower)
[source] https://www.soy502.com/articulo/busessobrecargados-seran-multados-q15-mil-dgt100931

One source of storage is
not enough to ensure
reliability (replicate,
replicate)

[source]
https://blocksandfiles.com/2019/07/1
2/the-reasons-disk-drives-fail/

RAID "redundant array of
inexpensive disks“
(Different levels – Level 0)

Unexpected
processing
[source]
https://www.techworm.net/2017/03/applicationbugs-pernicious-can-fixed.html
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System model: Timing assumptions
Essence
• Communication between (end-to-end) nodes through the underlying network
 Synchronous :
a) Sending a message or executing an operation never takes over a certain a mount
of time
b) Processing time of algorithms is known (by the node)
 Asynchronous:
a) Sensing a message or executing an operation can take an unbounded amount of
time (algorithms can get stuck and not progress)
b) Nodes can pause execution arbitrarily, Messages can be delayed arbitrarily, No
timing guarantees
 Partially asynchronous:
a) It assumes that the system behaves synchronously most of the time.
b) This models is typically representative enough of real-world systems.
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System model: Timing assumptions
Account status = 1000 EUR

ServerBank-Helsinki
ServerBank-Tartu
[source]
https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/46
2188/a-situation-when-two-or-more-peoplespeak-at-the-same-time/462204

Simultaneous events

Event a) add 100 EUR

Event b) update (increase
interest rate 1%) 33

Timing violations in practice
Other sources
• Network communication is oscillating (different technologies, e.g., 2G vs 5G)
 Messages are loss requiring retry (communal data flow?)
 Congestion/contention causing queuing
 Network/route configuration
• Nodes typically execute code at a predictable speed (deterministic)
 Scheduling issues in the OS
 Garbage collection routines
 Page faults, thrashing
 OS provide (somehow) scheduling guarantees, but not distributed systems
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System models

Remember
• System models are just an abstraction of reality
• Always question the models assumptions
• Imagine how algorithms that follow the model could break
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System models

Summary
System abstraction: Fundamentals of any distributed algorithm
• Network: Reliable (authenticated reliable), fair-loss, arbitrary links
• Nodes: Crash-stop, crash-recovery, arbitrary-fault
• Timing: Synchronous, asynchronous, partially synchronous
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Failure detection
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Failure detection
Essence
• Nodes implements time-outs (connectivity unreachable or destination node
is down) - the tricky part is deciding how long to wait for the timeout to trigger
 If the waiting is too short and the server reachable, the client will wrongly
consider the server dead
 If the waiting is too long, the client will be blocked waiting
 No perfect failure detection
• Ping: A periodic request that a node sends to another to check whether it’s
still available. A response is expected in a time frame, otherwise time-out is
triggered.
• Heartbeat: A message that a node sends to another node to inform that it’s
still up and running. A response is expected by the destination node.
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Failure detection

Before exploring more about failures….
• Network infrastructure is already in place…. How reliable is?
• Let’s talk first about network reliability
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Network reliability
Essence
• The network already provides
specialized mechanisms to move
data
 TCP (Transfer Control Protocol)
 No network: No way to tell about
the state of other components
(like in the general’s case)

ALOHAnet

 Other network challenges have
aroused and mechanisms have
been developed to overcome them.
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Network reliability
ALOHAnet
• Breaking symmetry (easy solution: flip a coin)
• What about n signals?

a) Two stations

b) Multiple
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Network reliability
ALOHAnet
• Breaking symmetry (easy solution: flip a coin)
• What about n signals?
• Exponential back-off: It consists in increase the average of delay after
every successive failures. In other words,
• After an initial failure, the sender would randomly re-transmit one or two
turns later
• If there is a second failure, it will try again anywhere from one to four turn
later
• If a third failure in a row occurs, then this would mean waiting somewhere
between one and eight turn…. and so on
• The maximum delay lengths forms an exponential progression (2, 4,
8, 16…)
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Network reliability
Exponential back-off
• It has become a default way to handling all cases of network failure and
unreliability
• Examples:
• A computer tries to reach (through browser) a website that appears down
• It prevents client computers to waste too much effort in trying
(interestingly: does not force your machine to give up)
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Network reliability
Another problem (after TCP addressed unreliable delivery)
• The problem of gridlock: The network managing its own transmission
capacity
• Example: Network performance was about 32,000 bits per second and
dropped suddenly to 40 bits per second (and everything seems operational)

Observation
The problem comes from packet vs circuit switching behavior
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Network reliability
Another problem (after TCP addressed unreliable delivery)
• The problem of gridlock: The network managing its own transmission
capacity
• Example: Network performance was about 32,000 bits per second and
dropped suddenly to 40 bits per second (and everything seems operational)

Observation
The problem comes from packet vs circuit switching behavior
 In typical circuit switching, a channel that is established is either approved or rejected
 Packet switching will just add the data into the communal data flow, meaning that
transmission will just get slow.
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Network reliability
AIMD (Additive Increase, Multiplicative Decrease)
• TCP improvement that came 40 years later
• The idea:
 A new connection will ramp up its transmission rate aggressively (sent 2 –
ACK ok; then sent 4 – ACK ok; then sent 8….
 As soon as there is not an ACK from a packet, AIMD takes over. Two
things, 1) the amount of packets to sent is not double but increase by 1
and 2) the packet rate is reduced by half.
• TCP saw-tooth: steady upward climbs punctuated by steep drops
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Network reliability
Feedback in the communication is very important
• Backchannels – (aka ACKs)
• Human backchannels examples: “yes”, “uh-huh”, “hmm”, “ohs”, etc.

• Interestingly: A poor feedback reduces communication performance
(analogy: a poor listener destroys the tale)
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Network reliability
Bufferbloat
• A buffer is essentially a queue whose purpose is to smooth out bursts.
• Tail drop: When a networking buffer fills up, every packet arriving after is
simply rejected and effectively deleted
• Dropped packets are the Internet’s primarily feedback mechanism
• Buffer size:?
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Network reliability
Bufferbloat
• A buffer is essentially a queue whose purpose is to smooth out bursts.
• Tail drop: When a networking buffer fills up, every packet arriving after is
simply rejected and effectively deleted
• Dropped packets are the Internet’s primarily feedback mechanism
• Buffer size: a buffer queue that is too long, it is difficult to manage. For
instance, in a restaurant, more customers are invited in, but not having
resources to accommodate all of the orders in the kitchen.
• Applications that deliberately are designed to overcome tail drop?
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Failure detection
Availability
• Online book shop want to sell books 24/7
• Service unavailability = downtime = no money

• Availability = uptime = fraction of time that a service is functioning correctly
• Nines
• Two nines (99% up)
• Three nines (99.9% up)
• Four nines (99.99% up)
• Five nines (99.999% up)
Downtime?
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Example

Example: Availability
If the availability of a system is 99.99% over a period of thirty days, how long the system was
unavailable?
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Example

Example: Availability
If the availability of a system is 99.99% over a period of thirty days, how long the system was
unavailable?

(1-0.9999) x 30 days x 24 hours/day x 60 min/hr = 4.32 minutes
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Achieving high availability: Fault tolerance
Essence
• Failure: System as a whole is not working
• Fault: Some part of the system is not working
• Node fault: Crash (Remember: Node behavior)
• Network fault: dropping or significantly delaying messages (Remember:
Network behavior)
• Fault tolerance: The system as a whole continues working, despite faults
(max amount of faults are assumed)

• Single point of failure (SPOF): Node/network link whose fault leads to failure
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Summary
• Studied and dissected different models for each component in a
distributed system
• Models allows us to understand failures and determine what can
be wrong in the system
• Algorithms are designed following system models
• Communication is extremely important and the network already
provides multiple mechanisms to ensure reliability
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Next lecture
Time, clock and ordering of events

Tartu, Estonia 21/02/2022
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Questions?
E-mail: huber.flores@ut.ee
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